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SC TO GRADUATE 101 STUDENTS
Rooney Elected Editor Of Spectator
Graduating
Voiland, Summa Cum Laude
Grad, To Be Valedictorian
Class
Of 1947

The

STUDENT
OBSERVER
By BELL QUINN
Once more a class of ol' Seattle College crosses the stage of
the (Moore Theater and by that
movement a cycle of their lives
is completed. For quite a while
the jokesters in the juke-Joints
near Broadway and Madison were
giving five to three odds that
few would pass from these halls of
learning into the outside world
armed with Bachelor degrees. But
the inevitable critics were ignored
and 3.2 percent of the student
body will actually participate in
commencement exercises. In this,
the last Student Observer of the
traditional school year, certainly
a few words are in order for those
who soon will be numbered among
the far-flung alumni and alumnae
of this college.

Spectator Editor-Elect
Plans To Publish Paper
Bi-Weekly During Summer
The election of John Rooney, junior English major, as
editor of the Spectator was announced this week by Fr.
Arthur S. Wharton, faculty moderator of the paper.
Rooney held the position of rewrite man on this year's Spectator
and helped compile the student
handbook which will be published
next year.
Before coming to Seattle College he spent three years in the
army as a signal corpsman. He
also attended Columbia University in New York his first year.
His first official announcement

as editor-elect was the appoint-

—

Spellman Chosen
SC's Outstanding
Speaker Of Year 16 SC Students
To Be Received
John Spellman was announced by the Rev. Vincent Into Sodality
Conway, S. J., to have won

ing George Anderson. Bill was a
reporter and wrote several Student Observers this quarter.
Choosing of the editor this year
was on an application basis. Of
the applications submitted to a
faculty board, three were chosen
to run for the office. They were
Patricia Plumb, Bill Marsh, and
John Rooney. Members of this
year's staff constituted the elec-

EUGENE VOILAND

ROUGH DRAFT
OF HANDBOOK
IS PREPARED

to the
speaker in school.

scheduled meeting of May 21,
will hold a reception of new
The Lindbergh medal presented
Sodality of
to the most promising junior members into the
division speaker was awarded to Our Lady on Tuesday, May
Dorm Cox.
27, at noon in the chapel. The
Bpth students ,were members
of the two teams which debated receptibn will jjast approxiextemporantously at last Friday's mately one-half hour.
■

intramural debate program. The
result was a decision for Cox and
Bob Larson over Spellman and
Frank Alishio.
Winners of the intramlral debates.were Stanley McNaughton
and John Stanford, undefeated In
four rounds of debate.
Second place winners were Pat
Malony arid George Walmsley
who defeated Bill Marsh and Bill
Quinn for the honor. Both teams
had lost one debate. Marsh and
Quinn were awarded third place.
Other participants in the debate were Lois Murphy and Becky
Roberts, Chris McHugh, Bosean
(assiiiy, and John Moran (three
man team), George Anderson and
Jack Flood, Jeanne Roberts and
Dennis O'Brien, Bob Wanasek and
Jim Wilson, and Ed Deßocco and
Betty Owens.

The following s.'iidnets will be
received: George Anderson, Frank
Bulzomi, Don Byington, Joe Dahlem, Ted Dooley, Jack Flood, Bill
Grommesch, Lucille Hemness, Pat
Henry, Dick Hourigan, Ed La
Fortune, Luanne Malsle, Helen
Toomey, Rosemary Toomey, Al
Small and Mary Ann Welding.
If anyone's name does not appear on this list, and he wishes
to become a member of the Sodality, he may contact Father
Peronteau, John Powers, or Patty
Collins. The only requirement for
membership is that the student
must be a Catholic and in good
standing with the Church.

Students Irked
When Stranded
Music Department Last Wednesday

Names 9 Students
For Scholarships

from
ROBEL TO TAKE Six school
were anas
OFFICE TODAY, Seattle students
of
music scholJ.
ASSC MEETING StudentsRev.
on

high
seniors
Washington and Oregon and three
College
nounced this week
winners
the College's annual
arships by
Daniel Reidy, S.
winning positions
Steve Robel, newly elected the double quartet are June PresASSC president, willbe sworn ton, West Seattle High School;
into office at a special meet- Nancy Moore, St. Mary's Academy, Portland, Ore.; Mary Lou
ing of the student body at the Prasch,
Aquinas Academy, TaX of C this noon.
coma; and Madeline Mahoney,
elected
ofRobel and the other
Sacred Heart Academy, Klamath
ficials will be sworn into office Falls,
Ore.
Chief
Chase,
Justice
by Jeanne
The
awards were made for
md Senior member of the Judiplacement
on the College's double
c'al Board.
Oilier business on the agenda quartet and the mixed groups pior Mil' meeting will be the in- ano accompanist. Auditions were
troduction of the baseball team, held 5n May 1 and contestants
an announcement concerning the Included students from NorthAagiH, and the introduction of the west high schools and colleges.
publications editors for next year. The grants will become effective
ASSC officers to be sworn in next year.
Male vocalists named are BUI
this noon are Tom Tangney, viceThen came the intensive war preßident; Katie Morrison, secre. Klrby, Gene Brown, and Francis
years of '43, '44, and a good try, Hank Cary, treasurer; Joe Thlemann, students at the Colpart of '45, journalistically called, O'Brien, Nora Jean Murry, Jim lege, and James Harrlgan, ODea
"the lean years" at SC because McKay, and Bet Abbot, Senior High SchooL
of the manpower shortage. They members on the Advisory Board;
Barbara Ashe, Granite Falls
may have been low In population Put Collins, Rosemary Barrett, High School, was granted a music
but they were high in school spi- and Chris McHugh, Junior mem- scholarship as piano accompanrit for then as many as 500 out of Ihhh; and Al Small, Frank Vena, tat
a student body of 800 were vole- and Dorm Cox, Sophomore memDirector of the double quartet
Is
Gustove Stern.
4)
bers.
(Continued on page

festivities

—

—

Two hour courses Tuesday, May 27 class time
—
Three hour courses Monday, May 26: class time
Five hour courses
B:oo— Wednesday, May 28: 8:00-10:00
10:00— Wednesday, May 28: 10:20-12:20
12:00— Wednesday, May 28: 1:20- 3:20
9:oo— Thursday, May 29: 8:00-10:00
11:00— Thursday, May 29: 10:20-12:20
; I:oo— Thursday, May 29: 1:20- 3:20
2:oo— Thursday, May 29: 3:30- 4:30

One of the last official acts
The Sodality, having been
ment of Bill Marsh, junior pre- the President's Cup, an award
of
Student Body President
forced to cancel its regularly
legal, as associate editor, replacFred Holt,
given
outstanding

First It would be well to reminisce on what the students of
the Class of '47 found here at
of
SC when they came. Members
any one
SC
in
entered
class
this
of six different years, but betorate.
cause of the variation of time In
Plans for the summer edition
together.
service, all will finish
of the Spectator were discussed.
In the prewar Seattle College It will be published bi-weekly.
of 1939 and 1940 all activities
The possibility of a larger pacentered around the old Science per depends largely upon adverBldg. with an occasional jaunt to tising in next year's paper, Roothp K.C. Bldg., for study hall or ney said.
Campaigns
a student meeting.
"The editorial staff of next
muc)
election
were
for student
year's Spectator will do everysuch thing in its power to produce a
more spirited then with men
'31, newspaper that will present a
of
Grad
Robinson,
as Jack
the
Uniof
well rounded view of Seattle Colpresident
now
and
versity of Washington Law School lege life in the most interesting
Association, among the chief manner possible. The Spectator is
speakers on major school issues. the one and only regular Seattle
Finally the watchful eyes of these College publication and as such
earlier students witnessed the should represent the highest stancompletion of the Liberal Arts dards that can be attained, not
Bldg. and its opening in the Fall only to protect ourselves from
criticism on the outside, but also
of 1941.
to advance the reputation of he
period
Next came the transition
school. We are confident that the
left
our
many
of 1941-48 when
student body will realize the necampus for fields afar. Numbered
cessity for a good school paper
few
of
among these were quite a
and and that they will cooperate in
this year's graduating class
In helping to make it one that will
disconsolately
as they huddled
jun- be a credit to Seattle College,"
foxholes from the steaming
he stated.

gles of Burma to the frigid ForArdennes, their
rest of the
thoughts flashed back to brighter
tradays; to everything that was
Week
Frosh
the
ditional at SC:
Supervised by eager
I.X.'s of the newborn Wigwam
Chapter; the ASSC dances at the
Olympic Bowl and the Spanish
Ballroom; the last time /he Madison cablecar ran by SC; the famous last words, "Meet me under
the clock!" on the first floor of
the Science Bldg. and the traffic
jam that always resulted there
at noon; the friendly AWSSC
Mixer given in May for prospective high school grads with the
present Registrar and the Dean
of Women among the enthusiastic
greeters; the visit to the Cave
when It really was a cave before
and every wish for success from
these
the sweep of progress set In;
crowdlike
scenes
other
many
and
ed through the minds of the boys
from SC.

Seattle College's forty-sixth annual commencement wil
take place Thursday, May 29, at the Moore Theatre. One
hundred and one graduates will receive their diplomas at
the impressive exercises presided over by His Excellency
Gerald Shaughnessy, S. M., Bishop of Seattle.

EXAMINATION SCHEDULE

BILL MARSH

Last Wednesday

evening

"Chosen Valedictorian"

This is the first handbook everI
to be published by Seattle College, and It is designed so that
it will serve as a guide to both
incoming students, and. those students, already in school, who may
not have a clear picture of the
organization of the various student activities.

Distribution of

Aegis Delayed
Until Wednesday

private

with each and every student organization within the campus, an
interesting map of the Seattle
College Campus, and some very
ingenious art work throughout depicting the Chieftain of Seattle
College, and his participation in

It is expected that the work
will be completed in ample time
to allow for distribution with
the opening of school in the fall

quarter.

AWSSC To Elect
47-48 Officers
waited for the
Monday,May 26
promem was

Mary Stevenson, Aegis editor,
said, "I'm sorry that the book
wasn't able to come out on schedule but happy to say that the fault
does not lie with the staff. The
s;iff worked long and hard, our
deadlines were met, and it is unfortunate that circumstances
worked out as they did. However,
Iam confident that this year's
Aegis is the best we have had
yet, and that the SC. sudents will
be proud to pick up their annual
next Wednesday.
t

PREVIEW

OF THE WEEK
Friday, May 23
Student body meeting
X of C— 12:00
Saturday, May 24
Silver Scroll Banquet
1:00 Hearthstone Tea Room
Sunday, May 25
Baccalaureate Mass
11:00 St. Joseph's
Monday, May 25
IK meeting
Rm. 205 12:10
AWSSC elections 8-2
Three hour course exams
Tuesday, May 27
Hiyu Coolee meeting
Rm. 124 12:00
Two hour course exams
VV« iliu-sday, May 28
8:00 and 10:00 class exams
Thursday, May 29
9:00 and 11:00 class exams
"SC On the Air"
KEVR— B:3O
Commencement exercises
&:15 Moore Theater

meeting to begin.
The crux of the
The closing meeting of the
that John Powers and Stan MeNaughton of the Commerce Club A.W.S.S.C. washeldlast
Wedhad made rash acts and lived by
them. Stan McNaughton failed to nesday afternoon.
clear his banquet through the
The purpose of the meetActivities Board of which he Is ing
was the nominations to
a member. John Powers (bought
that
would
fill
the
various offices of the
the small attendance
be drained from the Sodality club.
meeting sufficient to cancel the
Those nominated for President
meeting. Mr. Powers cancelled 'he
are
Mercedes Sldedlus, Laura Elademeeting but neglected to
quately inform the student body. lis, Nora Jean Murray and Valeria
John Powers also thought the Kempf. The Vice Presidential ofopposite might hold true, fice will be filled by Mary Jacobthat the Sodality would be blam- son, Patty Collins, Beverly Me
<-d for taking members away from Lucas or Chris McHugh. Vying
,
the Commerce banquet. The So- fur Treasurer's office are Joann
('niiclishuiili,
Rosemary
Barrett,
argued,
President
he took
dality
precautions, but Mr. Powers neg- Ruth Blanchette and Barbara Friday, May SO
Memorial Day
lected to tell the students that Kllngole are up for the office of
SC vs. EWCE
the Sodality considered itself In- Secretary.
Election of the officers will take Saturday, May 31
adequate to compete with a fiftySC vs. EWCE
place on Monday from 8-2.
"^late banquet.

—

—

.

"

sXAttoPmuiiShta' use oT*~

public school transportation, will
address the graduates.
Bishop Shaughnessy, assisted
by Rev. H. O. Small, S. J., president of the College, and A. B.
Corrigan, S.J,, Dean of Studies,
will confer honors and award
degrees at the exercises scheduled
to begin at 8:15.
Voiland will graduate summa
cum laude, with a Bachelor of Science degree.

The Aegis, Seattle College
Present plans call for 'he fol- Annual, will be distributed to
lowing items: An all inclusive cal- the student body this Wedendar of Student Body activities nesday, May 27.
for the coming year. A solid exDistribution of the annual Those students graduating
maplanation of the workings of the
was
to have been made last g.ia cum laude are Marguerite
ASSC, a short synopsis of the
rules of parliamentary law em- Wednesday, but due to sev- Alma LaVoy, Bachelor of Arts,
ployed at Student Body Meetings, eral existing conditions, this Bernice M. MacDonald (Sister M.
Evangelista), Bachelor of Social
a list of, and explanations dealing was impossible.

these separate activities.
The Editorial Board consists of
Mr. Fred Holt, Mr. John Rooney,
Mr. Bet Abbott, Mr. Tony Gibbons, and Mr. Fred Tough and
while Blackie Thomas.

Commerce Club members sat in
comfort at their annual banquet
the Sodality men and women
waited in the cold for a Sodality
meeting that never started. President Powers cancelled the meeting but the rank and file were
uninformed of the change in
plans. For years every other Wednesday night had been Sodality
night. There had been notice of
the meeting in the Spectator and

eager Catholics

will be the handing over, to incoming prexy
Steve Robel, the rough draft
of the forthcoming Student
Handbook for final editing
and printing.

Eugene Volland| former army
air corps pilot, has been chosen
valedictorian of the Senior Class.
Gene, a chemistry major, has
maintained a grade point average
of 3.94, and will graduate summa
cum laude. His wife, the former
Cay Mayer, was valedictorian of
the 1944 eliiss. This honor climaxes a well-rounded college career for Gene Voiland. He was
president of his class for three
successive years and was Chief
of the Hiyu's for one year. He
has also worked as lab instructor
during his junior and senior
years. Gene was elected to Alpha
Sigma Nil, national Jesuit honor
society, in his Junior year, he
will do graduate work as a teach*
ing fellow at Notre Dame Unlversity.
George Flood, Seattle attorney
who recently gained national
prominence for his part in the
Suprem? Court case concerning

Science, and Florence Veronica
(Sister Zita Marie), Bachelor of
Science.
Cum laude graduates are Mary
Athan and Jeanne Marie Eschbach, Bachelor of Arts, Vincent
A. Pepper and Beatrice Alma
Rick, Bachelor of Science, Eilleen
Marguerite Henson, Bachelor of
Social Science, Rose Cecelia Martello (Sister Rose Fidelma), Bachelor of Science in Nursing Education, and Jeanne K. Lykken
and Mary C. Mingaglia, Bachelor
of Science in Nursing.
57 women and 44 men will
graduate with one student receiving a master of arts, Paul Berchnians Whalen (English). Six students will receive Bachelor of Arts
degrees, 37, Bachelor of Science,
34, Bachelor of Social Science,
four, Bachelor of Science in Nursing Education, 13, Bachelor of
Science in Nursing, and six, Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology.

Scraollites To
Honor Pledges;
Dine Saturday
A formal initiation banquet
tomorrow noon in the Hearthstone
Tea Room will mark the end of
this year's social and service activities for Silver Scroll, upperclass women's honorary.
The luncheon will serve to initiate three pledges, Laura Ellis,
Joanne Chase, and Hary Trumiiuil, in to the local
scholastic and
activities society. It will also
farewell graduating members of
the Scroll, Colleen Floyd, Dorothy KUngele, Joan O'Neill, Mary
Stevenson, Catherine Nledermeyer, Marguerite LaVoy, Alice Cary,
and Jeanne Marie Eschbach.
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SPECTATOR
The Spectator, the official publication of the AssociatedStudent*
of Seattle College, will be published every Friday during the
scholastic year.
EDITORIAL STAFF
L. JOHN FLOOD
Editor
GEORGE ANDERSON
Associate Editor
FRANCIS E. DRAKE
Managing Editor
News Editor
Feature Editor
Sports Editor
Art Editor.

LOIS MURPHY
JIM HUGHES
TOM TANGNEY
LORRAINE BRULE

.'.

John Rooney, Fred Tough
Rosemary Barrett
Frank Barrett, Mike Allen

Rewriters
Proof Reader
Photography

..._

BUSINESS STAFF
Business Manager
Advertising Manager
Circulation Manager

—

KEN SCHWEITZER
BOB APPLEGATE
CHRIS McHUGH

Wvvs R. M. Barrett, F. J. Bell, L. A. Ellis, J. F. Henriot, D. A.
Klingele, C. M. Peabody, F. J. Robinson, V. A. Zweigart.
D. X. Charnley
Sports
A. B. Suck, P. T. Dorgan
Circulation
*
B- L. Klingele
Typist ..'
ARTHUR S. WHARTON, S. J.
FACULTY, ADVISOR
Editorial and business offiices are at 10th and Madison Street,
Seattle 22, Washington. Subscription rate, 50c per quarter. Advertising rates, 75c per column inch.

Thank You, Fred Holt
As is true in most college papers, the editorials in
he last edition are congratulatory. And thus we would
ike to call the attention of the student body to Fred
-lolt, student body prexy.
Throughout this year the Spectator has time and
again voiced its disapproval at the way certain funcions were carried out. We meant what we said.
And we mean what we say. Seattle College students
his year have been privileged to be able to have as
heir student body president, Fred Holt. He did what
le said he would and the students have realized it
hroughout the year.
Incorporation of his ideas concerning the Advisory and Activities Boards, his ideas on the revision of
he constitution, and the compilation of data for a
student handbook are a review of what Fred has done
as ASSC president.
Friday afternoon his term of office will expire and
on Friday afternoon the student body will witness
he termination of a most successful year for the ASSC
under his presidency.

This Is Our Last
Today the st&s for the '4647 edition of the Spectator presents to the student body the last publication
of the year.
Today our newly elected editor-in-chief will assume
the office and the responsibility entailed in the editorship. To John Rooney we wish to extend our sincere
wishes for a successful year and congratulations on
his election.
In the nine months that we have gone to press, 29
times in all, we have presented to the student body
items of general interest concerning the events around
school, feature articles, sports, and of course the columns and editorials.
We feel that we have been liberal in our viewpoint.
Our coverage of news at times may have seemed to
have been centered around a certain group of people
or activities. However, we feel that we covered the acstudents,
tivities which are of overall interest to the
with complete coverage of events. The inexperienced
staff and the overnight growth of the school presented
its difficulties.
We would like to express our thanks to those students who have never failed to criticize us and at the
same time who offered suggestions for ways in which
to improve the Spectator.
To those students who criticized and did nothing
else, we at least have the satisfaction of knowing that
they read the paper.
To Father Arthur S. Wharton, SJ., our Faculty
moderator, we feel indebted. His guiding and sometimes censorious hand proved to be of great help.
Now, if we sound just a little too thankful the readfrom, either they really
er has an alternative to choose
space.
mean it or they're just trying to fill up
By all means we do mean it.

-—..

TEN YEARS AGO IN THE SPEC
Art-work sections of the '37
yearbook by John Peter, sophomore and Aegis art editor,
win praise of students and observers ouaide the College.
Helen McDonald and Robert
L. Smith are selected as commencement speakers.
The second annual Gavel
Club picnic is held at Angle
l.ake, also site of the picnic in

Vincent Dowd pitches the
Juniors to a 4-2 win over the
Sophomore nine, thus giving

the juniors first place In the
standings.

"

A Spectator reporter, doing

a behind-the-scenes Btory on
the Drama Guild production,
"Ceiling Zero," finds prop-men
John White and Don Larson "In
a hot argument over whether
buff or brown will make the
better window trim."

"

Crowds of supporters turn
S.C. tennis

out to cheer the
cam, including Joe
I

Dlttor, Lou
Souvaln, Joe Phillips and Bill

Marx, In their first home game
of the season.

THE ENDINGOF
JOE COCAINE
—
Jean Razen

If the feeble fingers of light
that reluctantly left an ancient
lantern on the end of the deserted dock had belonged to a
human hand, they might have
reached down into the black
sleet-disturbed water and pulled forth the body of a man.
They might have loosened the
death-grip from the half-submerged log and brought Joe
Cocain, private detective, onto
the dock where the cold wind
and the stinging rain couldhave
torn at him. Had these fingers
bean human, they would have
pointed knowingly at the wound
penetrated, would have searched
in his chest where a bullet had
through his billfold, then vanished into the night.
But they were not human,
and, as their pale light grew
paler while the fury of the
wind increased, the body in the
water slid from the log and
sank from sight.
II
One advantage of the police
station at night, mused Inspector Cashmere of Homicide, was

Word to the Innocent
— Roscoe Balcli

UNCUT GEMS OF WISDOM
The knowledge tree, the knowledge tree,
Springs from the seeds of mysterie;
For ye who seek the Rainbow's Hue,
The Pot of Gold, The Answer True,
The Romance of another day
That lived and gloved, and passed away,
Then force ye through the crowded ways,
Where morons gawk, and reason strays.
Where little Lincolns, junior size,
With gems of wit, soliloquize.
Where dreamers, lovers, scoffers stand
Sublimely blindful, hand in hand;
Where sceptics ponder, gossips grope,
Give with the gab, and spread the dope.
Brace up, ol' sport, if through this haze
Of mangled wisdom, you, undazed,
Can safely reach the gilded door
Of Crawley's priceless "64",
Pray take a seat, bemuse the lore
Learn of the mildewed deeds of yore.
Of wrong avenged with trusty lance,
Of carefree Knight, and iron-bound pants.
The itch to scratch, the poet's blight
Is not yet dead, nor buried, quite.
The will to read the poet's pawn
It, too, survives, and lurches on.
So, hang expenses, blast the heed,
Present the bird another seed.

Our new editor-elect was sitting with his feet on the desk,
proudly recalling his days as a member of the United States Army.
"I met Eisenhower once," he reminisced, "and we had a little chat.
He's a nice fellow. There's npthlng brass-hat about General Eisenhower." The staff sat in rapt, worshipful silente. Suddenly Jack
Gordon leapt towards the door, shouting, in his best stop-thepress voice, this week's headline:
EISENHOWER AIDE TO
TAKE OVER SPECTATOR!

" "

.

..

"" ""
""
"*
—
—
A detractor there are such people had questioned the general

utility and value of Silver Scroll. Jeanne Marie Esbach, a Scroller,
quickly looked up from her work, and in her usual equable manner
asked him why he thought so. "Well," he paused, mentally rustling
up a reason, "well, whenever anything comes up, uh, these girls,"
came the inspiration, "are always at each other's throats." Jeanne
Marie let the charge go unanswered to explain gently, "that isn't
Silver Scroll, that's women."

"" "" "" "" ""
"" "" ""

—Vermin P. Panthumper

Inspector leaned back in his

chair, glanced idly at the uncovered light globe hanging
from a cord in the center of
the room, and chewed thoughtfully on a long, black cigar.
Outside the station, long periods of silence were broken by
stiort gusts of wind which became stronger as the night
thickened. The city was dead;
its people had left it to seek oblivion in drugged sleep. Even
the creatures of the night had
crawled into their holes.
Tomorrow night, the Inspector thought, Iwon't be here.
I'll never come back. Why
should I? Tomorrow ITetire
from the force.
The Inspector heaved himself
out of the chair and slowly
shuffled around the room, pausing at the roll-top desk. He ran
his hand along the smooth,
dark wood, and smiled reflectively. When he reached the
door, he turned the collar of
his overcoat high about his
face and pulled down the brim
of his hat. Without looking back
he stepped out Into the night.
11l

I

The night held no fears for
Rocco Murfree only a series
of minor discomforts. As he
picked his way along the gravel
path, muttered curses marked
the location of chorns, decayed
stumps, and fallen trees*.
Mankind, he mused to himself, is always searching for
the light, and I'm no exception. The light Iwant would
have to be at the end of a
game trail ten miles from the
nearest bar, but at least Ican

—

see it.
He shudderedinvoluntarily as
a bat flew past his face, and
hunched his shoulders as the
wind tossed handfuls of rain at

him. The light became brighter
as he crossed a small clearing,
and a sudden flash of lightening revealed a large, black
house completely surrounded by
dense, tangled underbrush and
charred skeletons of burned
trees. Rocco felt his way to
the porch, mounted the steps,
and, as he stood under the light
which had been his beacon,
knocked on the door.
Oh well, he thought, for a
rest home i* isn't too bad.

LETTER TO
THE EDITOR
She Doesn't Like Spefc!
It is my humble opinion that
the Spectator is on a Junior
iHigh School level in regard to
the material it contains.
All the features are too mediocre, too long, and appear too
often. The news stories are so
poorly written, and they don't
merit the paper on which they

are wrlten.

Iwould strongly suggest an
issue of the paper every two
weeks with worthwhile material instead of the policy, "anything goes, we're pressed for
time."
The staff for next year might
consider putting contribution
boxes in each end of the halls,
in the Gave, the bookstore and
the Chieftain, and see what the
students willoffer for material.
A poll of all students over
19 years old might show how
few enjoy reading the Spectator
and wake up the staff to reality.
I'm not a XXX nor an EEE
but just a disgusted, bored
reader.
Betty Owens
(Continued on page 4)

THE GRADUATE
—

IT AIN'T often that Iget th' chance to go inside a college, but
when th' dean writes me about the job of janitor at the college I
went right down to talk it over with him. Ifiggered seem' that I
ain't had no great deal of schoolln' th' job would help fill in. Anyway the rest of the folks would sure think Iam th' nuts. Anyway
Igot the job.
Ispend a lot of time in th' halls with a broom in my hands
sometimes it's a mop but what's the difference? A lot of the
time one or two of the boys come on down. You kin tell they ain't
used to being in a institootion of learning because they got that
look like they wish't they was someplace else but didn'tknow wher.e
One young fella going to school Igotta notice because he
worked in one of the offices and was around a lot in the halls so
one day Iasked him a few questions. Ipicked up a piece of paper
one day with the word logic written on it and from that time I
tried to figure out what logic could be. None of the boys Iknew
could tell me, one said it could be something to do with logging
because LrO-G was in it, but Ididn't know and thought Itwould be
smart to get the low-down and tell the boys. Kinda let 'em have
the ideathat Iwas learnin' something at the institootion of learnin".
Ibuttonholed this here young fella Iwas tellin' about and
asked him, "Homer, you been studyin' a lot of books, ain't you?"
"Yep," he answers. "I've been studying for four years and I
graduate this June.'
'Tine. Maybe you can tell me what logic is."
"Sure. Logic is ah wait a minute. It's been a long time. Four
years you knojv. Let me see. Logic."
"Ain't got nothing to do with logging is it?"
"Logging? No. Ididn't study any logging. Logic. Logic. Oh,
yes.'
You shoulda seen his face light up. I'd have my answer now I
figgered. This here graduate could help me if anyone could. Education is a great "thing. It helps a fella git a job in a office somewhere and you can tell people all kinds of things and where to
git off at.
but I
"I get it," he says. "Logic is a sort of philosophy
Iwonder
can't tell you what just now. If Ionly had my book
if Ihave it at home. Sure it is." He fixed his eye on me. He's a
real educated person, Ithought. Knows where stuff is in books.
"I'll see you tomorrow and tell you what logic is. Igot a book
at home with it in it."
"Ok," Isaid, and got to sweeping up some more.
Well next day Imeets him in the hall again and he has a sad
look on his face. Iwondered what was wrong, Ithought everything
,
would be fine, him graduating and all.
"I'm sorry/ he said with a sadder look than ever. "I couldn't
find that book. Icant' tell you what logic is but Ishould know
now you got me wondering." He turned away and then turned
back. "Are you sure you don't know what logic is?" he asks.
Iwas too suprised to say anything. Iasked him that question
first, didn't I?

—

—
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THE SNAKE PIT
— Tony Gibbons
snake loose in your basement,
then you try stumbling around
down there in the dark to
change the light bulb. If your
"so what?" is still blase when
the job is done, I'll give you
my priceless collection of lunchcounter cutlery (including a
solid lead knife from the old
Mishawauka Bus Terminal Cafe
that burnt down in 1937).

It is all the fault of my
younger brother, Richard, who
is one of that understandable
small number of people who
feel drawn to snakes. As is his
detestable habit, he had two
of his limbless chums weekending with us last Saturday.
The boys (as he refers to them)
were quartered comfortably in
gallon jugs when one of them
quietly slithered off on his own.
Saturday afternoon at five
o'clock Dick appeared at the
top of the basement steps with
!:<■ cheery news. "Guess what!"
he said, laughingly. "My bi£
snake's got out and Ican't find
him anywhere."
My mother reacted in the
way that must have inspired
the old Romans to invent their
apt phrase "loco parentis." A
search party, Dick and the au-

or, was dispatched to the cellar but no serpents were found.
Anon our vexed minds turned to snakes we had known and
heard of such as the cobra de
capello and the banded krait of
the Dekkan whose venomis said
to be so quick and deadly that
victims perish some minutes
before being bitten. We fell to
questioning the little misfit
concerning the missing reptile's
size, color and physique. (None
of us save Dick had actually
seen the creature).
According to Dick his beadyeyed buddy was "only thirty
inches long and quite harmless. It's a garter snake," explained my brother. "It's got
longitudinal stripes."
The monster has been seen
just once since its escape. My
respected father (bad cess to
him) found the beast in the
laundry tub. As he divulged to
his astounded family some four
hours later, "I had the devil's
own job filling up the cat's water dish with that snake of
Dick's trying to bite me all
the time."
On receipt of this intelligence

a search party, equipped with
flashlights

and heavy gloves,

was rushed to the nether regions, but the cunning reptile
had vanished again '.
(Continued on page 4)
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Never let it be said that Seattle College men are easily daunted.
George Krsak, encased in the traditional tuxedo, was driving home
from the prom, when a tire went flat. He reached in the back of
the car for some old apparel, got out, heard the cock crow, growled,
"Shut up, and go back to bed," made some changes, and then, clad
in white tie and coveralls, fixed the tire.

"" "" ""

Josh O'Shullihan

We've got a snake loose in
our basement. "So What?" you
ask. To you I'll make this
tempting offer. Turn a 30 inch

—

**

The thing we like about driving with Vince Pepper is that even
If you're only riding for a couple of blocks, you always get the
sensation of really going somewhere.

between this and poetry is purely accidental)

that there were no flies. The

"

To Jim Retlly, also, events of the week seemed to carry more
than usual headline significance. He wandered through the local
school Tuesday, noting displays of several kinds of mechanical
"What is all this?" he
contrivances, helmets, lights, filters
asked a passerby. "O this Is a safety display for the Industrial
Saftey Conference." "Oh," said Jim, "I thought it was the first
move of the engineers."
"*
*"

—

(Any similiarity
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This came through Che mall
"WRITERS
EARN SOO DOLLARS
"Write a review of "The Practical Brewer", have It printed in
your college newspaper, and you may be the winner In a nationIf you win, your college
wide contest among college students
paper will be awarded a certificate of merit."

...

What's that knocking at your door, dear reader?

"" "" "" "" *" ""

We have enjoyed, this year, giving out the "word" to the "innocent", a class of people in whom we profoundly believe. It has been
a real pleasure to record for an unlistening posterity, the more
significant doings of the unrecorded great men of history. To you,
who still know anger and surprise, who have something to learn,
and not a little to teach, to you who trade old illusions for new, to
the sociologists, the economists, the lab techs, to you the innocent,
aye atque vale.

MOUNTAIN CLIMBING
—

Chester Storaa

In this sport, in which man puts his strength and endurance
against natural hazards, the Puget Sound country offers quantity
and quality. Its most notable peak Is Mount Rainier but it has
scores yes, hundreds of others which challenge the more sturdy
climber or, on trails to lower summits, proved recreation for the

—

—

novice.

Whether the hiker essays the Olympics or beautiful Mount Baker;
or whether he climbs some lesser peak, he will tread a footway
flanked by the fragrant fir and spruce, or by the unrivalled coloring
of wildflowers. He may quench his thirst from ice-cold mountain
streams which, beside many a trail, tumble in spectacular cascades.
To the experienced mountain climber no word on equipment is
necessary. The tyro contemplating more than a single day's trip
would do well to get definite advice on what to take. For a single
day's trip let him take the minimum of clothing, sturdy but comfortable shoes (greased-leather iron-shod boots and rubber shoes), about
half as much food as he thinks necessary, some extra clothing in his
knapsack, cliimbng gear such as rope and hand-hook, a compass and
the knowledge of its use. He may add a camera and plenty of time
on top, to make the trip leisurely.
The experienced climber knows that the height of a mountain is
not a true criterion of the labor involved in the ascent or of the
trail's attractions. No matter what its height, a peak whose summit
is heavily wooded offers no vantage points unless it has a firetower.
A long and steep trail may take the climber by and to a multitude
of scenic attractions but there are plenty of others shorter and more
gradual which will provide their share for a day.
Whatever the height, the beginner need not be dismayed. Climbing a 2,0.00-foot mountain means only a succession of 100-foot climbs.
And the real return on the investment comes when the trail goes
up and up. According to local tradition there was at the summit of
Mount Rainier a small tarn in which there lay a golden bowl that
would become the property of the first one who achieved the ascent,
and this prospect in the course of years naturally enticed many of
the sportsmen of Seattle.
There are many well marked trails and it may be said that certainty of the route is the principal assurance of pleasure.
Practically all trails may be reached by automobile and the motorist can leave his car with the certainty It will await him on return.
On many trips local guides are available. On only a few are they
absolutely necessary. The climber will find much has been added to
his trip if he is accompanied by someone familiar with the region
who may know of valuable side trips, who can point out from the
summit all the Interesting landmarks, and whose guidance will leave
the traveler free from the close application to the trail otherwise
necessary.

The mountains of the Puget Sound country offer a field for the
botanist, the mineralogist, and even for the philosopher. More important that anything, they provide the trails_ that lead away from
the cares of the city. They lead to peace of mind and they can aid
mightily in physical reconditioning.

MOVIE REVIEW
"ODD MAN—OUT"

By Fred Tough

British movie producers seem
to have decided to give American producers a run for their
money. Carol Reed, who produces and directs "Odd Man *
Out," has raised the notch one
more by his authentically-protrayed version of an Irish rebel
who Is hunted by the police
for murdering a man.
A short prologue which goes
"our story takes place in a
town in Northern Ireland we
are not trying to show a political conflict but the love of
people who
" are unexpectedly in-

—

—

volved
and the scene opens
on what is to be a futile plan
to hold up one of the factories
for funds to support the "or-

say futile for one
ganization." I
man is killed and this leads to
the hunt of Johnny (James

Mason) and the love of Kathleen (Kathleen Ryan)
and
what is an exciting but morbid

movie.

The moyie grows quite hopeless and ends with Kate getting herself and Johnny killed
rather than face life without

his love.
To keep 'the story from being merely about a hunted man
Mr. Reed has injected a bit
of the air of Bohemnaniam that
was found in Ben Hecht's
movie "The Specter of the
Rose," and though it may seem
(Continued on page 4)
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For
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Championship
Wins
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Team
Golf
Chieftain Tennis Chieftains Cinch Title
SC Divot Diggers Break
Squad Drops 4-3
As Western Washington
Vikings
Washington's
W.
Thriller To WWCE
Vikings Drop 3 Games
The Western Washington
Eleven-Year Win Streak Viking
edgedby
Tennis Team
The Western Washington Vikings, mid-season favorites,

CHIEFTAIN
TOMTOM
..

.

The Seattle College Golf Team captured the Winco League
last Wednesday afternoon, at the league playChampionship
by Tom Tangney
offs in Parkland. Five of the seven Winco League schools
with neither Eastern Washington, nor Central
participated,
Baseball breaks hit every there were no out of town
Washington presenting

players on the Seattle College baseball team. In answer
to that it should be pointed
out that of the forty-four
>layers at the initial turnout,
only eight were from out of
town. When the squad was
reduced to nineteen, those
eight happened to be .amongst
;he twenty-five cut.
Certainly it is not the intention of the Athletic Department, to discourage outof-town athletes; on the contrary, it is their desire to encourage any and all to attenl
Seattle College. A glance at
the roster of the school's
Class "A" varsity fastbail
team, and it is noticed that
it is made up almost entirely
of out of town talent.
It is hoped that with the
lext year more of the out of
town boys will turn out for
fades
College
Seattle
sports.
As
"
from Winco League competition with the close of the
The Western Washington
Spring Quarter, they take team, however, met the rough
with them two titles. One is spots of baseball toward the
the Winco League Western endof their season. Dropping
Division baseball champion- only two in the scheduled
ship, and the other is the season, the breaks turned
Winco League golf champion- against them in the post-seaship.
son make-up games. Out of
four post-season games they
Denton,
three, thus losing the
ace
Chiefdropped
Loren
playing
man,
now
title to Seattle College. And
tain tennis
tennis
League
those are the breaks that
in the Winco
tournament, is a heavy hit- make the game.
" *
ter. This season, before the
The Seattle College Intraall-league tourney opens, Lotwjlve
racbroken
mural
baseball league has
ren has
teams, andit averagesaround
quet.3.
one hundred individual playUnlike the tight Western ers.Of these one hundred inDivision baseball race, which dividuals there are three or
was finally determined by the four who tend to give the enlast game of the season, the tire league a bad name. Due
Eastern Division went practi- to the unsportsmanlike becally undisputed to Eastern havior of these few, several
Washington College of Che- league members have protestney, leading all the way, and ted, and actually withdrawn
winning by a comfortable from league play. Those few
margin.
responsible know who they
are, as do the many intraLast week there appeared mural followers. The sports
in th-j 'Letters to the Editor" should be played by sportsa letter inquiring as to why men or not played at all.

team in the course of a season. The Chieftains felt them
in mid-season. Hank Casal,
first string third baseman and
a key man in the college infield, broke his collar-bone in
the fifth game of league play
and was out for the remain>r of the season. Vito Chi«
chi broke his finger, was
benched for a week and was
slowed up for the remainder
of the season. A bone bruis3
developed in Dick Parchem's
left hand and the second
catcher was slowed up. Then
Eddie Wellens and Joe Ward
missed a game apiece when
hit on the head by hardpitched balls. And in the
course of these mishaps the
Chiefs dropped four ball
games.
*

" "

" "

"

" " "

teams

Specs And Turks
To Meet In Final
Championship Mix

Led by Homer Crollard, the
low scorer of the tourney, the
Chiefs three man team squeezed
out a win over the strong Pacific
Lutheran squad, by a three point
The Spectators will tangle
margin. Western Washington
placed third, eleven points above with the Terrible Turks in
Pacific Lutheran. Then came the first game of a two-outSaint Martins followed by Whit- of three series for the intraworth.
championship
The win marks the second victorious year for the dlvoteers
having shared the honor with
Western Washington as co-champions last year. It also marks the
first time in eleven years that
the Western Washington Vikings
have not taken top honors on the

courses.
The Chiefs and Lutes monopolized the individual scoring honors, Homer Crollard from S. C.
took top honors in the 36 hole
tourney, with a score of 145. Don
Gagnon of PLC, also gcored
with 148, John Jaecn, also of PLC
scored third with 150 and Ray
Nissen of SC whacked out a 151
for the fourth berth. Number
three man for the Chieftains was
Teufel with 158.
Seattle College
Pacific Lutheran
Western Washington

454

Saint Martins
Whltworth College

478
522

"

457

468

"

»
The Seattle College divot diggers took a whipping in Bellingham last Friday at the hands of
the Western Washington Viking
five, to the tune of 11% to 3VnIt was the last scheduled golf

match of the season and the second win for the Vikings over
the Chieftains. They won the earlier match in Seattle.
Verrill and W. Smith were low
men on the Western Washington
squad and were medalißts for the
day with a 75 for each. Trudoau
and Crollard were low men for
the Seattle team.
11Vi
I. C.
S'/2 W. W.
3
Wilder
lawk'sw'rth 0
2
1
Verrill
'rudeau
3
0
Smith
Jrollard
1%
Mssen
1% Smith
2
1
Bitz
'onroy

the Chieftain squad in the dropped three of their final four games, thus leaving Sescheduled meet last Friday attle College full claim to the Western Division Winco
season's final regularly Leaeue championship.
inning the score was all tied fi|>
in Bellingham by the score of By virtue of the last threelosses at seven all. And it wasn't until
4 to 3.
the BeUingham record stood at until the eighth Inning that the

It was a see-saw battle the
whole afternoon with the victors
winning the first, third, fifth, and
seventh matches. Don Brown of
the Vikings scored the first victory of the day by downing the"
Chieftain ace, Loren Denton. Rod
Hammond came back to score the
first Chieftain tally by downing
Bellingham's George Jargens.
mural softball
Sterling Brand downed Fritz
of Seattle College.
for the second Viking tally.
Duex
The Turks will be favored in
Hanada gained the second
B
n
the
the series as they downed
point for the Chieftain by downSpecs twice during the regular [
ing Paul Foster and Milt Orphan
and
season in close games, 11-10
wound up the singles scoring by
17-15. The playoff games will pro- topping the Chieftains' next man
bably be close as the Turks have
John Hall in two 6-0 sets.
lost their ace hurler, Andre CharThe Seattle men took the lead
vet, and the Specs showed their
in the doubles with Denton
again
the
in
through
ability to come
taking two straight
clutch when they beat the Bat- and Hammond
Brand, only to
from
Brown
and
the
preliminary
busters 10-2 in
Jargens and Orphan cinch
have
the
Bat.
Previously
game.
playoff
by downing
busters had twice defeated the the Viking victory
the last match
Duex
and
Hall
in
game
one
and
finished
Specs
of the day.
ahead of the regular schedule.
This afternoon the Chiefs play
The Terrible Turks lineup will
probably consist of Ned Mclver, in Ellensburg in the northwest
Romie Banning, Jerry DeDonato, tennis tournament. A four man
Denton,
George Miller, Paul McKillop, team composed of Loren
John
Hall
and
Hammond,
Roddy
Joey Dahlem, Joe Pompeo, Bill
the
Fritz
Duex
are
representing
Gertz.
Slesk, and Lou
The Spectators will field Jim College in this three day meet
Berard, Jim Payne, Jack Flood, which ends tomorrow. The tourJack Andersen, George Anderson, ney is not strictly Winco league,
John Floyd, Ken Romano, Tom with approximately 10 colleges of
Weiller, Art Donahue and Glen this section represented.
Singles:
Speyer.

Beasley Says
By Ed Beasley

As we laboriously pound out this column for the last
time this year, the Faculty is flexing its collective muscles for the big fastball game at Broadway Field. The Terrible Turks, intramural champs, are warned not to take
this game too lightly. Last year, it will be remembered, the
vaguely
Faculty took the field but once and left it victors.I
remember one other contest in which we didn't do so well
against the Lettermen, but our loss we ascribe to the myopic vision of Mr.Michael O'Connell, Vet's advisor, who umpired on that occasion. We hope that the proximity of the
exams will not affect the vigor with which the Turks pursue victory and may the worst team win!

—

As the Chieftains completed their season at an early

College Fastballers

Win Second Straight
Glass A Game, 10-9

Full Details Of College's
New Gym Revealed To Spec
Reporter By Coach Yandle

INDIVIDUAL RECORDS

*

Ivanich, Al
Lang, Howie
Parchem, Dick
Ursino, John

T..

Vena, Frank
Ward, Joe

Wellens, Eddie
Nunn, Bill

Faccone, Joe

IP
14%
34%

Ivanich, Al
Lang, Howie

14%

Vena, Frank

22

3

12 39
6 12
4 7
7 18
7 13
4 7
7 16
12 41
12 39
EE
10
12
11
8

2 .667
1 .0 0 0 1
12 .308 15 3 o*t 9
1 .083

2 .286
6 .333
2 .154
3.429
4 .250
XX .268
9 .231
SO BB

10
3 0
5 1
4 0

0 0 1
0 0 0
0 1 1

10 3
40003
10 0 0 3

9 2 2 010
7 0 0 0 3
W L Pet.
10
8
1 2 .333
2
2
.500
23 12
18
10
0 1.000
2
0 1.000
17
5
3

plate that inning with four runs
down, Mochel walked, and Flood
made first on an error. With two
outs, and still three runs down,
O'Leary singled to drive home
Flood and Tague walked to fill
the bases. Farrell walked to drive
in the tying run, and Dahlem
singled to left for the winning
tally. Batteries for the White
Realty boys were Jacobs and
Stoms, and for the Chieftains,
Charvet, O'Leary (5), and Miller.
White Realty 8007000 9

—

1

Seattle Col.

500 0 0 0 s—lo

Last Friday night in a double
bill at Bellingham, the third place
Pacific Lutheran diamond squad
downed the league leading Bellingham troupe, in both games thus
assuring the Seattle College squad
of at least a tie for the Western
Division title.

Hiyu Coolee To
Hold Bi-Weekly
Hike In Summer

Hiyu Coolee, the college hiking
club, will again be active throughdwelling St. >ut the summer, with the usual

Then the cellar
Martin Rangers traveled to the
northern city last Tuesday for a
double bill beneath the Bellingham lights. The Rangers managed
to take one of the two game
stand and the Western Washington nine were out of the fight for
the Western Division top berth.

)i-monthly Sunday excursions in-to the mountains, and an overnight
hike a£ the close of summer quaiter. Sign-up lists, as usual, will
be posted during the weeK before

a hike.
A meeting will be held at noon
Tuesday in room 124 for thosu
planning to attend the summer
hikes who will not be at the College next quarter. Anyone unable
to attend the meeting should print
name and phone number on a slip
of paper and give it to Hiyu officers: Don Byington, Catherine
Gibbons, or Ellen McDevitt, who
will notify them of hiking plans
as they are made throughout the

The Chieftains, now, must battle the strong Eastern Washington College outfit in a three game
series in Seattle to determine the
all Winco League champions. The
Eastern Washington Savages have
had little trouble cinching the
number one position of the Eastern Division. However, they dropped a close one to the Gonzaga
Bulldogs recently. In the sixth summer.

SEATTLE COLLEGE ALL-OPPONENT
WINCO TEAM
by
As Picked
the Seattle College Baseball Team
POSITION
NAME
COLLEGE
Bill Erwert—St. Martin's—Centerfield
Frank Gayda—Western Washington—Right Field
Herb Pashkowski—St. Martin's—Third base
Vernon Morris—Pacific Lutheran—Shortstop
Carl Hatliey—Pacific Lutheran—First Base
Frank Sinclair—St. Martin's—Second Base
Loren Wardrop—Western Washington—Left Field
Jerry Karnofski—Western Washington—Catcher
Mervin Allen—Pacific Lutheran—Pitcher
Hal Riemer—Western Washington—Pitcher

date, the one ballgame I
saw during the past week was at

the ballpark. Seattle lost but one game during the Sac
series and of course Isaw that particular game. It was a
grand game for six innings with Seattle looking as the
The Chieftain Class "A" country's strongest cellar team. The Rainiers were enjoyfastball team scored it's sec- ing a two-run lead and Jacucki was mowing down the Solons.
ond* win of the season last Then the big Pole lost his stuff and the Solons hit the ball
Wednesday evening, by edg- to all corners of the lot and even over the wall.
ing past the White Realty
Even popular Jo Jo took quite a beating from some of
Company squad, 10-9. After
the customers for not derricking the pitcher before the
opening the season with two
game was hopelessly lost. Next day Iwas talking to a
defeats, the Chiefs have had
By Bet Abbot
friend who is quite a baseball fan via th*» radio.
power at the plate to Japanese
We stood on the balcony at the hat on the back of his head was enough
Said he about the game: "Rainiers good six innings. Then
games.
south end of the new gym won- gazing thoughtfully at the spa- cop the last two
Joey Dahlem highlighted Wed- all of sudden single, double, single, double. No get out. Bad
dering just what were the plans cious enclosure. We sauntered
snagging three stuff. Base hit all over. Jo Jo not there. How Iknow?
of the building? A few feet to the over boldly and asked, "Coach, nesday's game by
four
to the plate. When Jo Jo there, walk to pitcher, talk, take ball. New
trips
hits
in
4)
(Continued on Page
ide of us a tall, lean man with a
Miller brought in two runs, and pitcher.Jo Jo not there. Rainiers lose." Quite a few fans at
was outstanding In his catching
the park wondered, also, where Jo Jo was. However, that's
chores.
tough decision for a manager to make and he is undoubtThe White Realty Nine swiped a
Individual Baseball Records for Winco League
an early lead batting in two runs edly a better judge than the grandstand judge. Noticed that
1947
*
in the first frame, only to have our old friend, Glen Elliott, was recently yanked after pitchBy Dorm Charnley
the College bag five big ones in ing to but one hitter. The Braves must have wanted to
G AB H Pet. R 2b 3b hr rbi
NAME
the second frame of the first In- win that one.
1 ning.
Bianchi, Al
2 5 1 .200 1
The next scoring came in
12 38 16 .421 13 3 3 1 13
Brady, Pat
the top of the fourth, when the
HITS and ERRORS: The Sophs put out a lot of money
4 .267 4 1--5 15
Casal, Hank
boys from Whites whacked out on refreshments for the picnickers last Sunday but quite
Chlechl, Vito
6 12 3 .250 10 1
seven tallies to bring the score to
a number seemed to prefer their own. Their contribution
8 23
3
5 .218 1
Crowley, Bob
a nine to five position.
companionship of the day was minus zero
5
27
5
.185
1
1
11
Emerson, Bud
The Chiefs held their ground to the fun and
2
decrease!
May
4 6 2 .333
0 1
the
their
tribe
their
turn
Faccone, Joe
and taking
at
Fish, Sid
Hentz, Rudy

seven wins and five defeats while Bulldogs managed to squeeze acthe Chieftains had compiled a ross the winning tally and the
record of eight wins against four Savages tasted an 8 to 7 defeat.
defeats at the close of their seaThe Winco winners will travel
son two weeks ago. At that time to Oregon for the regional playthe Western Washington nine had
off, and if victorious, will move on
a record of only two defeats to Denver. The victors at the
against six wins. Both defeats be- Denver
meet will travel to Kalaing at the hands of the Chief- mazoo, Michigan, as the Western
tains. However, In the four re- representative In the National
maining games the Vikings found tournament June 27 and 28.
considerable trouble.

...

—

—

Or are we getting too sophisticated or something (you
choose the word) for a day of fun in the open? In this
might instance the note which a student found
regard I
on his car at noon just the other day. In his haste to
reach class he had dashed thru a freshly-seeded lawn, leaving behind deep imprints of his No. ll's on the moist ground.
One much concerned with the campus and its beauty was
responsible for the note, "Do you think college will help?"
A Walla Walla Walmsley opines that the Spec would be
improved if a certain column were omitted. Iwill sign off
by thanking my critic for the generic way in which the
hint was given.

VETERANS
get your

FLIGHT TRAINING
This Summer Under the

G. I.BILL
. 1946 - 1947
CESSNAS, LUSCOMBS, TAILORCRAFTS
willbe flown

For information call on

SOUND FLYING
SERVICE
8660 East Marginal Way
BOEING FIELD

Phone

—
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SEATTLE COLLEGE 1947 GRADUATES

Geogrge Gunn Jr. Addresses BACHELOR OF ARTS:
Athan, Mary (Cum Laude)
150 Commerce Students On Eschbach,
Jeanne Marie
(Cum Laude)
Topic, "Western Enterprise" LaVoy,
Alma Marguerite
.-i
!

Speaking before an audience of 150 assembled commerce
(Magna Cum Laude)
Gunn,
prominent
Jr.,
George
Jr., William Vincent
Mr.
Quinn,
guests,
students and
affair, Sheridan, John J.
the
guest
industrialist,
of
honor
at
and
west coast
Walsh, Roberta May
stated, "I like the idea of the school (Commerce and Finance) getting right down to fundamentals." He approved
IBACHELOR OF SCIENCE
heartily the attitude of Seattle College in bringing experienced men from the business world to address the students Beck, Grace Elaine
Butler, Lloyd J.
from time to time on issues as they appear from the stand- Chase, Juanita Jeanne
point of those in the business fields.
Connors. Josephine
Mr. Gunn is president of the
(Sister Lucy Mary)
Klrsten Pipe Company, President NEW
Cunningham, James George
of the Board of Directors of the
(Continued from page 3)
Donaghy, Frank M.
Washington Athletic Club, and a
shaping up?" Doran, Arthur E.
how
are
things
Director of the National AssociaDoveri, Elodie Ellen
Then for thirty minutes we listion of Manufacturers, and also
Downes John D.
gave
while
Mr.
us
a
tened
andle
'a member of the National Dis- personally conducted tour of the Floyd, Colleen Mary
tribution Council of the Depart- new Chieftain gymnasium.
German. Robert Paul
ment of Commerce, Washington,
"Fellows, right behind you will Grasser. Doris Jean
D.C.
be my new office. As you will Grimm, Huber K.
In h!s speech entitled "Western I notice it has a full view of the Holt, Fred Ennis
Enterprise," Mr. fiiinn took as an | entire gym. They are going to Juul, Soren J.
example his own local corpora- put in a plate glass window that* Kling^e, Dorothy Ann
tion, the Kirsten Pfpe Company, will run the complete length of Lombf rdi, Eugene J.
and imitrayed its progress from the office. This will enable me Mead, Jr., George A.
its inception In 1936 until today, to see at all times what is hap- McCloskey, Mary Jane
illustrating the various methods pening on the playing floor. Also McCov, William Arthur
he and his associates have used it will be a wonderful place for McLelland, Richard Ingersol
McTf.ggart, Blair C.
to gain national distribution for
nitaries to watch our game*.
land, Shirley Mac
More
their products.
"Behind my office will be var- Murohy, Mark J.
The main topics of discussion ious other offices and above these O'Neill, Joan Patricia
dealt with the sales, and sales offices will be a large room which Pepper, Vincent A.
promotion work, his firm has un- will be used for storing our ath(Cum Laude)
dertaken, but he devoted a con- j letic gear. Immediately beneath Pit:s, Clifford L.
siderable portion of his time to the offices and these bleachers Poelzer, Florence Veronica
a cleary thought out, concisely that adjoin them will be two large
fSr. Zita Marie)
worded denunciation of Commun- shower rooms. The one on the
(Magna Cum Laude)
ism.
right will be for the men and the Purslev, Mary Maxine
By showing in a forceful man- other will be for the girls. During
Beatrice Alma
ner, how it was possible for an games they will be used for the
(Cum Laude)
individual to produce, sell, and teams as dressing rooms. The Roller. Monica R.
reap a profit from, Mr. Gunn shower rooms as you can see were Russell, Jr., Walter J.
stated that such would be Impos- placed on the main floor to give Scolari. Lillian M.
sible under a Communistic gov- the players an easy way to get to Shay, Jr., Robert M.
ernment wherein the individual the playing floor. In this way Stevenson. Mary Ellen
had absolutely no personal free- they will not have to push their Voiland. Eugene E.
dom.
way through a crowd as they do
( 'Summa Cum Laude)
Zech, Ralph Keenan
dress by Mr. Gunn, Fr. Small, in many gyms."

Cary, Mary Alice
Charvet, Andre P.
Claeys, Maurice
Gavriooky, Helen B.
Henson, Eileen Marguerite
(Cum Laurie)

Hoeschen, Edward

Horan, Rita Catherine
Hurson, Daniel Joseph

GYM

Krueger, John O.
Krueger, Patricia
M.
MacDonald, Bernice
(Sister M. Evangelista)
(Magna Gum Laude)
Moffat, William John
tfiedermeyer, Catherine Alice
O'Neill, Jr., Robert Patrick
Roberts, Jeanne Elizabeth
Rossow, Martin J.
Ryan, Frank Chase
Schneider, Maryalice
Schwegman, E. Jerome
Schweitzer, Kenneth Edward
Spellman, Mary Catherine
Vague, Jr., William J.
Waite, Jr., Edward B.
Walsh, Richard James
Weir, Jeanne
Wilbur, John Patrick

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN NURSING EDUCATION
Block, Pearl Meyer
Cassidy, Anne M.
Martello, Rose Cecelia
(Sister Rose Fidelma)
(Cum Laude)
Simmons, Norma Marie
Bohn, Marylou
Brinck, Louise Anne
Brown, Rosemarie Dunton
Connolly, Helen Jo
Lehman. Doris June
T^wis, Helen Brogan
Lykken, Jeanne K.
(Cum Laude)
Minaglia, Mary C.
(Cum Laude)
McDevitt, Jane
Mundt, Irene A.
Niedermpyer, Virginia
O'Brien, Irene Ann
Parker. Mary Celestia

S.J., President of Seattle College
From here the coach took us
delivered a short speech thank- !.nto the heating and ventilation BACHELOR OF SOCIAL
ing Mr. Gunn, and all the other plant and showed us how the
speakers at Commerce Club af- system worked. As he explained
fairs during the year past for the there will be air vents that will Vhnstrom, Russel P.
great degree of aid they have af-I cover the building at all places. Austin, Philip A.
forded the. students. Fr. Small
stated, "We believe the only kind
of students coming into business
are men trained in what business !s in reality." Fr. Small
then went on to show that the
American system of free enterl "SB was based on the existence of a God, and that without
God, America would fall into the
evils of Communism.

REVIEW

(Continued from page 2)
it is eventually amusing; and
a little bewildering at times,
also holds the picture's best
acting which is on the part of
the bird breeder.
This is not a movie that everyone would enjoy for it shows
an intense adult way of life
and thinking and is so deeply
colored that the possibility of
misinterpretation is likely, for
Mr. Reed, not satisfied with
doing a good job, has decided
to give us some symbolism on
the human race and Its actions.
The performances are outstanding, the scenes are realistic, and your attention will
be v cli throughout but in spite
of this it isn't a movie that
can be heartily recommended.

THE SNAKE PIT

(Continued from page 2)
Not that any of us is afraid
of a mtre two and a half foot
of (non-poisonous) snake, but
we don't seem to get down to
the basement so frequently any
more. Yesterday as I sprayed
the rose bushes with Bug-Slayo
No. 2, Ipeered through the
basement window and noticed
that the water was on in the
laundry tub. Imust go down
and turn it off some time.

ADS
CLASSIFIED
wrist wattih. Senti-

LOST: Men's
mental value attached. Sultana
Incabloc with leather strap. Liberal reward for return. Call
George Andehson, PR. 8826, or
contact him at school.

Clipper Service

Bartlett, Dixie Joyce
As we journeyed toward the north
Baxter, John Anthony
end of the building, the Coach explained further, "This floor will Bennett, Mary Olive
(Sister M. Leona)
be of college regulation specifiette, Francis Theodore
Blanch
cations."
In the middle of the gym and
elevated about fourteen feet will
the the press box and the box for
the radio broadcasting. These will
be separated as the radio box will
be on the east side and the press
box will be built on the west side.
The large electric Scoreboard will
be placed at the north end of the
g\ m where it will be plainly seen
from any spectator position and
of course we have glass backboards which also facilitate better vision of the action on the
floor.
The height of the gym from
the floor to the rafters will be
21V& feet. Regulations call for
only 18 feet so this should be
plenty high."
Mr. Yandle further pointed out
that intramural lockers will be
placed under the bleachers at the
north end of the gym.
The seating capacity will be
about 1800 to 1900. This will be
a great change from the game
played at the small prep gym in

past years.

-

TEN- O FOUR
BARBER AND
BEAUTY SHOP
1004 Madison

EL- 1004

,

Well all good things must come
to an end and so you are now
reading ,the last edition of the
Spectator for the Spring quarter (Guess who's writing this.)
Several times throughout the
year event pertaining to the paper have caused us to laugh,
blush, or hide.
For Instance during the winter
quarter we had a big seven col*
umn banner head announcing
Homecoming elections for Tuesday. The proof readers checked
and re-checked the banner to
make sure thar every word was
according to Webster. After
agreeing that Tuesday was spelled right we let it go through. We
found out the next day that
here was only one mistake the
election was to be held Monday.
Horrors!
Then there was the time that

—

—

-

Lt. Cmdr. John Bisbee, representative of the Thirteenth Naval
District, will make an address on
the Naval Reserve at the student
body meeting today in the K.C.
hall. The address will highlight
Seattle College's participation in
Naval Reserve Week, May 18 to
25.

TYPING DOME
$1.00

- $1.50 PER HOUR
SINGLE SPACE

900 Words, or 7 to 8 Slnetu

fl.Ott
MRS. MARY TUCKER

-

1218 E. UNION
OFFICE
122 E. UNION
Phone KAb'. 1212

been highly
bo In
the
this, the last edition of the Spec I
would like to review the highThe Seattle College Labor
lights of the year.
Management Forum "hit a
In November the Association
home run in the field of orisponsored a style show under the
ideas, and successful
co-chairmanship of Mary Steven- ginal
thereof," last
presentation
son and Mary Clark.
evening.
The Forum,
Tuesday
February and Valentine's day
supervision
heralded
the
Valentolo
under
the
of Mr.
by
were
in
at which Jack Plnyan was the Kane, presented for the first
King. Lprralne Brule and Evelyn time in the history of the
Ernsdorf were co-chairmen.
state, an industrial safety
In order to outfit two First t
Communicants the women stu- conference.
In delivering the welcoming
dents held a Hot Cross Bun Sale
address, Fr. Corrigan, Dean of
Easter.
during the week before
Studies, expressed an open invitaDulcee and Donna Chalfa headed
tion to those present to feel free
z
this actlvitl.
to use the facilities of the colTwo card parties held at Bor- lege at any time for the presendeaux and Sarazln provided tation of this and similar promeans of entertainment for the grams.
women and also gave them an opKey speakers for the affair
portunity to become acquainted.
Albi, of City Light,
wereMr.
The past

'

got

PETER PAN
FLORIST
1340 East Madison

CA. 7917
(Madison & Pike Triangle)

Your Friendly Neigh
borhood Florist serving
your every flower need

Waterfront
ciation presented a display dealing
with safety awards and safe'y

literature.
The Washington State Bureau
of Mines also presented a display
showing safety equipment employed in the mining industry.

Nurses Elect New

Officers For
Honorary Unit
Members of the Nu Chapter of
Alpha Tau Delta, national honorary for nurses elected officers
at their annual Founders' Day
bnnquet which was held Monday
night in the Piedmont Hotel. The
Nu Chapter, one of two chapters
in the state, is composed of Seattle College nursing students and
graduates.
The new officers are Elizabeth
Lilljegreen, president; Edith Heinemann, vice-president; Eleanor
Lilijegreen, secretary; Barbara
Palmerton, treasurer; Mac Daly,
custodian; and Edna Venishnick,

dality was forced to cancel its
meeting.
This is uot meant as a reflection purely against the Commerce Club. This same thing
has happened twice before this
year to the Sodality, once
caused by the Opera Guild and
once by the Drama Guild.
The main tiling that Iobject
to is that the student government allows such things to happen. Ican see that cases may
arise when one organization will
have to relinquish its date in
favor of another, but In this
case, the organizations should
most certainly contact the activities board and at least let
ALL CONCERNED know what
is going on. If this is not done
and the change is not approved
the activity out of order should
be BANNED! What good is a
student government, of any
kind, if it is'not abided by and
enforced strictly and properly.

JOHN POWERS

Prefect, Sodality

BOVY'S CAFE
(formerly Peter Pan Lunch)

FEATURING

historian.
New members ana pledges were
announced during the dinner
meeting. The members named are
Cecelia John, Margaret Lonergan,
and Sister Rose Fidelma. The
m w pledges are Georgia Siebold,
Eileen Plyman, and Jean Tatsuda.

CIGARS

the JEditor

Horluck's Delicious
Ice Cream
The NEW SENSATIONAL
"FRENCH TIP"
CA. 8936 l«h &E.Pike

CIGARETTES

CANDY

Call KE.

there.

5-Point Cleaners

(OPPOSITE SEATTLE COLLEGE)

MALTS

HAMBURGERS

SHORT ORDERS

1112 Broadway'
Next Door to Chieftain Fountain

Contact
Residence

has been re-scheduled

Letters

— —

MARY BADOLATO

PR. 7878 RA. 3101

honorary,

for the fall quarter. The postpone,
merit was deemed to obtain a
more convenient date.
The fall dinner will be planned
by the alumni organization of
Gamma Sigma Alpha. The program will Include formal Initiation, presentation of plus, election of officers, and appointment
of a three-man committee to sponsor next year's Writers' Club.
Next year's agenda also provides for the affiliation of the
college group with the national
journalism organization. Application for a charter will be made
after Seattle College adds a department of journalism, tentatively scheduled for the fall quarter.

John
In April the annual Cotton Ball Mr. Elmer Kennedy, of the State
tollo was held at Dick Parker's Federation of Labor, Mr. Ed Werto
Pavilion.
sen of the American Society of
It May Concern:
To
Whom
was
On May 4 Bordeaux hall
Safety Engineers, Mr. Simon
writing this letter for
I
am
the site of the Mother-Daughter Wampold, of the State Departtwo reasons. First, Iwould like
Tea. Jeanne Chase and Lucille ment of Labor and Industries,
to apologize to the membersof
Hemness were co-chairmen.
Mr Bob Ferguson of the State
Sodality for not holding the
the
The final actions of the aWSSC C.1.0., Mr. George Roberts of the regularly scheduled meeting of
Union,
is the coming election of officers. Typographical Workers
Seattle May 21. Secondly, I wish to
Nominated for president were Sergeant Green of the
protest loudly at the cause
Nora Murry, Laura Ellis, Mer- Police Department, Roal Robinson which brought about the canSiderius,
cedes
and Valeria of Boeing Aircraft and Mr. George cellation of this meeting.
Kempf. Vice-president nominees Cook of the Waterfront Employees
The date of Wednesday, May
are Beverly McLucas, Mary Ja- Association.
21, was procured as the date of
cobson, Chris McHugh and Pat
The Conference consisted of the final Sodality meeting of
Collins. Secretary hopefuls a:* three separate programs: an intro- the year, one of the most ImRuthmary Blanchette, Barbara ductory session under direction portant meetings of the entire
Klingele and Rosemary Barrett and secondly, a safety forum led year. Plans had been made, and
and for treasurer Lucille Hem- by Mr. Harold Werson of the the hall obtained, when, out of
Society of Safety Enness and Joann Crulckshank.
| American
the clear blue sky, the ComThe
third activity in
gineers.
To the outgoing officers we ofmerce Club announced that lt
conference, ran concurrently
fer congratulations for a splen- the
L of would hold its annual banquet
with the second, and consisted
did job well done, and to the inon Wednesday, May 21, and
of several motion
the tickets to said banquet were
coming officers we pledge our the showing
pictures in the safety field. It
help for the coming year.
on sale. In conferring with
put
was handled by Mr. Jesse Ebert
the heads of the Commerce Club
of the State Department of Labor it
was learned that, If forced
and Industries.
to cancel their banquet, they
Puget Sound Power and Light would suffer a financial loss.
"Continued from Page 1»
Company, under the Supervision Consequently,' since it would
ing- their opinions in student gov- of Mr. John Bradshaw, presented suffer no financial loss, the So-

around schedule. By the fall of
MASTER OF ARTS:
1945 '46 many past students were
enrolled once more, blinking their
Whalen, Paul Berchmans
eyes at each new expansion; first,
(F.no-lir.M "■
the completion of the South Wing
of the Liberal Arts Bldg.; then the
Vet's Hall, and now our gymnasium, a worthwhile addition to
ha ha ha— aaaa.
any campus. So much for what the
Just recently we had our whole
Seniors remember of SC as it
sports page set up. A big banner
was.
announced that we would play
Now fc: those things which
game
our next
at Broadway as each Grad
will take away from
did the accompanying story. Amid
here after this month is past hisa few choice statements by our
Most especially Iwill never
printer, Vie, we had the whole tory.
the Sociology professor who
forget
thing changed on a last minute
traced his racial ancestry to
athletic department announcement
France to the delight of all asto read Rainier. The game was
sembled. The only flaw in his
played at Broadway, we were
statistics occurred when an Inmad, and Vie's statements were
terested student by private reunquotable.
search located a telephone diSeveral times we had lines rectory of the city of Paris in
transposed, and some of the things our Public Library. Out of all
we said. We had Mary Ellen 'hose thousands of French names
Moore winning a Balch in debate not once did the na,me of Peronand being a delight to be hold as teau appear, while the comparashe danced across the stage.
tively foreign name of "Pierre"
Then there was the time we Quinn appeared 3.3 times, indicatcontinued a story on page five. ing who's who among those mainHmmmm.
taining the race.
Allowing an ex-editor to write
Other memorable classes inthe observer proved disastrous. jluded the bicycle treks across
Did you read what she said about Europe in history class, and the
us?
special justice dealt out in the ecoTwo words which sent us to omics class.
shelter was the editor's name
These and many other incidents
(ain't Ithe sly one though— o at SC have made our stay here
n
one will ever guess that I'm writ- most interesting and will make
ing this and at the same time I'll our departure very difficult.
."jet my name in the paper) Jack
Flood at the end of a letter tearTHESES & GENERAL
ing his own columnist apart. Oh,
TYPING DONE
the day that he appointed his
M P. SCHULLER
associate tditor, a person who ac(Sea, tie College Student)
cidentally knows how the name
4077

Card Designs

Office

The annual initiation banquet
for pledges to Gamma Sigma Alpha, Seattle College journalism

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
inMEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
Student Obesrver
Beezer, Bonnie Jane
Keller, Dorothy
Merz, Dorothy Virginia
ernment.
a large display of safety items
Mitts, Mary Eileen
The strongest club during the employed throughout the electriOursler, Elizabeth Mariorr
wa"r was Hiyu Coolee fostering cal industry. Mr. Jerry Schultz of
Reardon, Dorothy Ann
tradition on a vigorous year- the
employers asso-

Posters Signs

NAVY RESERVE

-

MISS —DEEDS L M Sponsored GAMMA SIG TO
Marcie Mooney
Safety Meeting HOLD BANQUET
year has
AWSSC,
successful for
Proves Success FALL QUARTER

Meandering With Leander

we had a student observer written
The outside of the building will by Bob Larson concerning hK
be given three coats of stucco, ideas on a certain amendment. A
and plans are being made to paint few students backing Mike Hoffthe inside of the gym white. Also man for the presidency claimed
rumors have it that Fr. Nichols that the Spectator was taking
has been seen wandering about sides and that if Hoffman lost in
the outside regions in deep the primaries that it would be
thought. Maybe the sunken gar- our fault (he won the primaries).
We were more astonished when
dens will be extended to Eleventh
certain
students voting for Steve
Street.
Robel,
the
eventual winner, claimGnowiwg Seattle College is
that
the
column was a publierecting a new building and it ed
to
elect Hoffmann. We
city
stunt
is plain to see that it will be
worthy of the name "Home of just laughed it of hahaha ha ha
the Seattle College Chieftains."

Across the Street from School

QUALITY PETROLEUM
PRODUCTS

Brule, Lorraine
Cnry\^. T.,eon A.

J.

May 23, 1947

CONVENIENT LOCATION

— QUALITY SERVICE

SEATTLE'S BIG AMUSEMENT PARKI
All the nation's most
popular amusements lor
your

"

MEET YOUR FRIENDS AT

where you buy your
DRUGS COSMETICS SCHOOL SUPPLIES
FOUNTAIN LUNCH
Corner Terry & Madison

-

V

...

SOBRENTO DRtJGS
-

entertainment!
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OPEN WEEK DAYS
at 7:00 p.m.

r drive out Aurora
B^^^^
or Greenwood to N. 132nd

OPEN SAT. & SUN.
at 1:00 p.m.

